
How to Install a cheap
(Ultra Small) 12 volt Stand-by
Solar Power System
Using & Installing Solar Panel/s

A lot of people tell me they are only interested in an ultra small
system one or two solar panels, (100 to 200 watts.  So I have
decided to write the details for installing just one of two panels.
(This system is written with cost in mind).

A lot of people are more interested in a stand-by system to use
only when the grid power goes down. With this system you can
run lights, fans, radios etc.  You will not be able to run larger
power hungry items like multiple 12 volt electric blankets, TV
&  DVD Player or an inverter to make 110 volt power for



larger items etc.  But with this system you will have power and
lights when your neighbors are in the dark.

Make your own power and use your own power anytime you
want.  Trucker, Boaters, Campers, remote cabins etc. use 12
volt power almost exclusively and they run things like coolers,
lights, fans, water pumps, electric blankets, radios, computer,
cell phones etc.

You can have a stand-by power system and only use it when
your power goes out. Or for long term power outages you may
have to scale back your power usage but you will still have
power everyday the sun shines, but especially at night when
you really need power.

If you live in a situation where you don’t have to worry about some one
stealing your solar panels you could just place them on the ground and angle



them to the noon day sun for maximum efficiency. Keep in mind they still
need to be close to your batteries and charge controller.

The solar panel/s need to be as close as possible to your batteries so you do
not have to much transmission loss.  I recommend 2 gauge welding cable as
it is UV stabilized and weather resistant. Over 30 ft. I would recommend  1
gauge, over 40 ft. I would recommend 0 gauge cable to run your power from
panel to panel and to run the power to your controller.  DC current has bad
transmission loss when run over a distance. The greater the distance, the
greater the loss of power.

 (I also do not get a kick back from anyone for recommending anything to
anyone. These are just my recommendations you can make any changes you
see fit.)

100 watt solar panels you can buy about anywhere or on on Ebay for about
$100  including shipping. Total is approximately $100 to $200.00
(Sometimes you can find factory seconds, blemished with a full warranty for
only $50 each).

This is what I do to mount the solar panels to my roof.  When you get your
solar panels you will need to find a Machine shop that sells metal stock as
you will need L shaped aluminum angle iron 2” per side 1/16” to 1/8” thick
and have them cut at 3 inches long. You will need 4 of these aluminum
pieces per solar panel.



Next drill in the center of your aluminum leg a ¼” hole that will accept a ¼”
by 1” lag bolt to bolt the unit to the roof. On the other leg of the aluminum
piece drill two 1/4” holes 1” apart and 1/2” from top of the “L” bracket, that
these two holes will be used to attach (by two self taping 1/4” bolts that are
only ½” long) to the sides of the solar panels.
Where the ¼” lag bolt goes into the roof apply a liberal amount of silicone
glue to make sure it will not leak, and your done except for attaching the
wiring.  ((Be sure when attaching the solar panel to the aluminum “L”
bracket that the solar panel will be held about 1” to 1 ½” above the roof so
you can get air flow to keep the panels cool on hot sunny days. You do not
want the panels laying flat against the roof as heat will build up and
cause the panels to lose power or possibly can damage the panels)).
When screwing the self taping bolts into the “L” bracket and into the sides
of the solar panel be sure that you DO NOT drill the holes to close to the top
(glass side) of the panel as you do not want to damage the workings of the
panel it’s better to drill the holes with bolts lower on the side rail away from
the glass side of the panel.

Note larger ¼” single hole is to run the 1” lag bolt into your roof, the two
self tapers are to secure the bracket to your aluminum frame of your solar
panel. Be sure to keep at least a 1” to 1 ½” open clearance (gap) between



your solar panel and your roof so the panels can get air flow under the panels
and stay cool in hot weather.

Aluminum angle bracket attached to solar panel, note there is a 1 ½” gap
between the bottom of the panel and the roof itself, this is what you need to
keep the panels cool in hot weather.  Also do not forget to place a liberal dab
of silicone sealer at the lag bolt where it goes into the roof to make sure you
do not end up with your roof leaking at that point.

Be sure you attach solar panels where the sun hits most during the day, a
south facing roof angle is required and out of the shade as much as possible.
You should have two wires coming off the back of the solar panel marked
with a RED POSITIVE + and a BLACK NEGATIVE -. Tag.  What I buy is
color coded 2 gauge welding cable (unless you need the larger gauge for
longer runs, because it is UV stabilized and will not crack due to sun and
weather exposure.  If you plan on adding additional solar panels at a later
date you will want to leave a extra length of each red and black cable on the
roof to attach additional solar panels to at a later date.
I cut the plug off the end off the solar panel cable and next strip the positive
+ wire from the solar panel until you have about 2” of bare wire showing.
Now determine where on the welding cable you want the solar panel



attached and strip a section of red welding cable down to bare wire about 2”
in length.  (But make sure you have enough black and red welding cable to
run down and into your house and to attach to your charge controller.) I have
found one undeniable truth in this process and that is: It’s better to have to
much wire (extra) than be an inch short, so do not worry about making it
look neat all tucked in or cutting wires short as that has a way of coming
back to bite you later. (IF you accidentally cut the label off showing your
Positive and Negative wires off your solar panel you will need a volt meter
and hook it up to show you which wire is Positive and which wire is
Negative, when connected correctly you should show voltage, if it shows a
negative voltage you have the wires hooked backwards, at least now you
know which wire is the + and which is the – wire.  You will want to spread a
liberal amount of Di-electric grease to all bare wires that will be connected
into connectors.  Since the connectors are aluminum and the wire is copper
and by the fact you are passing current through the wires into the connector.
You can expect a chemical process where the bare wire in the connector will
corrode and YOU WILL LOSE Amperage and/or voltage at some point in
the near future. NOTE: BE SURE TO USE LIBERAL AMOUNTS OF DI-
ELECTRIC GREASE FOR THESE CONNECTIONS TO INHIBIT THE
CORROSION FROM BUILDING UP AND CAUSING YOU PROBLEMS.
What I do is take a piece of black electrical tape and tape a small piece
around near the end of the – Negative wire so now you know that is the
Negative wire).  Now twist the Positive wire lead from the solar panel
around the bare red cable until it’s twisted tight.  Now you will need to
spread a liberal amount of Di-electric grease on the wire and insert it into the
connector and then tighten it as tight as you can, then re-tighten it again just
to be sure.  Check it, pull and jerk to make double sure it is connected good
and tight. When that’s done do the same with the ground or Negative – wire
to the black welding cable. (DO NOT ALLOW THESE WIRES TO
TOUCH AS SPARKS COULD FLY) After your connections use liberal
amounts of black tape to cover the connectors on both connections be sure to
wrap the tape up an inch or two up onto the insulator to make a good
weather barrier.

 Remember you are on the roof and this connecting job is out in the weather.
And you DO NOT want to have to do this again, so be sure the first time.
Only after you are satisfied with your connection should you spread liberal
amounts of black tape on all exposed wires and your connector.



NOTE: I recommend using these “mechanical lug couplings in aluminum
they make a cleaner connection and it’s much easier to maintain these then
the soldered connections. You can find these on ebay. Be sure to get a 1/0 –
14 gauge coupler this will accept easily a 2 gauge wire including the solar
panel wire.  What I use is a (ALSCU SPA-0) (ILSCO D8642 1/0 – 14) This
is made for a 1 to 0 gauge wire and will go down to a 14 gauge wire. That is
why this coupler will work great with a 2 gauge welding wire if you are
attaching a solar panel cable also.
NOTE: Be sure to use a liberal amount of Di-electric grease on the bare
wires that will go into the lug coupling this will help keep the wire and the
connector from corroding and degrading your connection and the power you
will get to the charge controller.  This is a MUST DO, you do not want to
(skip this) and have to re-do your connections in a couple of months.



Photo showing bare wire stripped from the welding cable with attached bare
wire coming from solar panel twisted together to be inserted into lug
coupler. What I do is fan the bare wire from the welding cable and lay the
wire from the solar panel in the center of the fanned out welding wire.  Then
twist them both together so that way when you tighten down the set screw it
will hold it all together tightly.  Twist the bare wires tightly this way they
will easily fit into the lug coupler. What I don’t show here is I twisted a
liberal amount of Di-electric grease into the wires before I inserted them into
the connector lugs.



Bare welding cable and bare solar panel wire (with Di-electric grease)
inserted into lug coupler and then the adjusting screw is turned down tight
for a good connection.  A lot of people cut the bare wire a little short, at this
point it’s better to have a little to much than be a little short.  I cut back
about -1½ inch of bare wire (from the welding cable and the solar panel
wire) to be inserted into the coupler.  After you have finished re-tighten the
set screw again to make doubly sure it is really tight.  Then jerk on the
coupler and the wire and IF it comes apart then you apparently cut your wire
TO SHORT and you will have to strip back extra insulation, re-grease it
with Di-electric grease. Then re-insert it into the connector and re-tighten
and check it again and then jerk on it again. This time it should hold.



This shows the lug coupling with both ends inserted into the coupling. A few
strands of wire is ok if they don’t go into the coupling, you can just twist
them around the wire near the coupling.  If you have a lot of wire that will
NOT go into the coupling lug you may need to twist the bulk wire end OR
take a sharp knife and cut some of the exposed wire strands so there will not
be so much wire going into the coupling lug.
After you have done the Negative connection follow the same instructions to
do the Positive cable. BE SURE to install your cable coming from the solar
panel to the correct cable Negative to Negative and Positive to Positive.  I
try to use Red cable for Positive and Black cable for Negative.  IF you only
do one cable at a time this should keep you from getting the wires crossed.
Be sure to use a liberal amount of Di-electric grease to keep the wires and
connector from corroding and impeding current flow to your batteries.
AFTER you make the proper connections and test it and make sure
everything is nice and tight. You can tape it with electrical tape but I would
make numerous windings with it. Or you can use all weather duck tape and
then cover that with electrical tape. You can’t use to much tape for this just
be sure to use good all weather tape.  Some people take the connection
before wrapping the tape and coat the connector with gobs of silicone glue
and then add the tape. I didn’t do this as it makes it more difficult, if you
ever have to redo the connection. But that is up to you.



You will have to determine where you want your wires to run into your
home preferably near your charge controller.  What I do is to take a ¾”
wood drill bit that is 18” long and drill from the outside into the home. But
before you do that check inside and make sure you are NOT drilling into any
wiring, electrical outlets, near window or door frames etc. When you are
sure you are NOT drilling into anything other than the wall you can start
your holes. Once you punch through the outer wall it should push easily into
the insulation and to the inner wall. IF you feel like you are hitting anything
else studs etc. pull the drill out and start a new hole a few inches to one side
of the old hole (take and fill the old hole with silicone glue to seal it).  When
you get two holes drilled through both walls (inner and outer wall) now you
can pull your Positive and Negative cables through the holes into your home.

Take your two welding cables and pull a loop down below the holes in your
wall so your cables now have to come back up to your two holes making a
loop. Now thread the two cables through the holes and into your home. Next
you will want to silicone the holes to make them bug and water proof. Wire
the positive cable into and out of your disconnect breaker box and from there
you pull the breaker and finally connect the end of these wires into your
charge controller.  (As for wiring your charge controller that depends on the
type and brand of controller you have so you will need to follow the
instructions that came with your charge controller.)

(The reason you make a loop to run the cable into your home, is water can
and will run down any wire that runs into your home and if you have a loop
it drips or runs off the bottom of the loop onto the ground.  If you have NO
loop and run the wire straight into your home water will run down the wire
and try to run into your home and the least little crack or split and you will
end up with water in your home or in your walls and over time it can cause
damage. So don’t be cheap, make the loops before you run the wire into
your home.

*(2) 6 volt AGM (Absorbed Glass Matte) Deep Cycle Batteries. I use and
recommend Fullriver DC 250-6 These batteries can be purchased from:
Battery Outfitters, 5515 JFK Blvd. NLR ph. 501-537-4990  These batteries
cost about $300 each but they are the best batteries money can buy and when



it comes to batteries you can skimp in some areas but NOT your batteries or
your controller. (You can also buy Trojan Golf Cart Batteries from them.)
AGM batteries will NOT leak even if ruptured and can be shipped on an
airplane. These are the ONLY batteries that can be stored and used indoors
as they DO NOT vent Hydrogen gas which is highly explosive. You can
hide these in a cabinet or behind a desk etc.

(IF you use the less expensive lead acid batteries such as Trojan Golf Cart
batteries keep in mind they must be stored outside and power cables then
must be run indoors for power use) Also lead acid batteries need
maintenance about once a month you need to test, add water and do a deep
scale charge of these batteries (which you don’t need to do with AGM
batteries). (They do make a GEL-CELL battery but I am not that familiar
with these batteries, but I do hear they are as expensive as AGM’s).

AGM batteries will deep cycle 650 times or more while regular deep cycle
lead acid batteries can only handle about 350 deep discharges.  With the cost
of these batteries you would be farther ahead to add a couple more batteries
to keep from deep discharging the batteries IF that becomes an issue.

If you take a pair of 6 volt batteries and run a jumper cable from one battery
Negative post to the other battery’s Positive post that will leave you
(between the two batteries) one un-used Positive post and one un-used
Negative post, (now what ever you attach to these two posts will be 12 volt).



Wire the next pair of batteries the same way and you will end up with a pair
of un-used Positive posts and a pair of unused Negative posts, now wire the
two positive posts together (Positive to Positive) and wire the two Negative
posts together (Negative to Negative) and you now have added actually (4) 6
volt batteries into two pair of 12 volt batteries together and your net
advantage will still be 12 volts but you will double your amperage when you
wire these batteries this way,  your voltage stays 12 volts but your amperage
jumps to 500 amps of power.

If you only take these AGM batteries down to 12.2 or 12.4 volts there is no
reason why these AGM batteries couldn’t last you 10 plus years.  (you will
NOT get that kind of service from lead acid batteries)
Total cost for 2 AGM batteries at $300 each is approximately $600.00
Total for cost for 2 Trojan Golf Cart Batteries at $140 each = $280.00

*50 ft. – 2 gauge of color coded welding wire (25 ft. in black and 25 ft. in
red welding wire) You can buy thicker gauge and longer cable but it will
cost more. This cable (50 ft. total) on Ebay will cost about $50.00

*You will need a breaker box to cut the power from your solar panels to
the charge controller if the need arises, it will be much easier to pull a
breaker than getting out tools and disconnecting wires. This box you can get
from Missouri Wind & Solar  for about $30.00

*As for charge controllers you will need a good one and with (2) 100 watt
panels you will be producing just over 16 amps so the 30 amp charge
controller will work for your application even if you decide to use one more
100 watt solar panel. But if you were going to use 4 or more 100 watt panels
then you would need to upgrade your charge controller too.
I recommend the 30 amp, Pulsed Wave Modulation (PWM) Charge
Controller.  This is yhe 30 amp PWM Solar Charge Controller from
www.mwands.com   This item you can get from Missouri Wind & Solar.

http://www.mwands.com


(NOTE: even with this charge controller if you are running over 300 watts
from your solar panels you may want to seriously consider switching over to
a larger amperage charge controller.

 Missouri Wind & Solar 332 Cobble Stone Dr., Seymour, MO 65746  Ph.
417-935-2260  or  417-935-2145  on the web at: www.mwands.com
This charge controller is about $57.98

Or from:  Mountain Wind Trading Co., 102 Willow Ln., La Grange, GA
30240  ph. 706-438-4288  email:  sales@mwtradingco.com

Or:  Coleman Air, 1742 St. Hwy 153, Coleman, TX 76834 ph. 800-577-
4169

With this system you can run a 12 volt electric blanket for several hours
which you can buy on Ebay or from any truck stop plus run several (3 or
more) LED lights which you can buy on ebay. You can run a 12 volt fan
which you can find at Flying J Truck Stop or Walmart. (At night I only run
one, 1 watt night light in my basement and one 3 watt night light in my
living room so I am figuring that all these lights will NOT be run full time).

I like the globe, 12 volt – 5 to 7 watt screw in base (Edison base) as these
lights can be screwed into regular light fixtures (table lamps, that have been
converted to 12 volt) You can find these bulbs on Ebay from $8 to $10
including shipping.    And again LED lights only work one way, so if you
wire the fixture wrong your LED light will not work, just swap the wires
around and it will work and no damage is done.

http://www.mwands.com
mailto:sales@mwtradingco.com


(With this configuration, IF you wanted to run a  3 watt light 24/7 while you
were not at the cabin and nothing else being powered that should be just
fine.)

You can run lead acid or AGM batteries down to 10.5 volts but that is where
they draw the line. So you can safely run your batteries down to 12 volts and
even down to 11.5 volts but NEVER below 10.5 volts as battery damage
AND equipment damage can result from this.  So if you ever see your
batteries going below 11 volts you need to disconnect ALL power leads
from your batteries and wait till the sun recharges your batteries before you
use them again.
IF you find this becomes a problem you should seriously consider adding a
couple more solar panels and 2 more 6 volt batteries (and a new charge
controller), but I don’t see this being a problem.
      With the charge controller I have recommended above you can safely
add 2 (two) more batteries and 1 (one) more solar panel (BUT NO MORE).



  Why you need a charge controller.  Typically a 12 volt solar panel
produces 18 to 20 volts, but it’s called a 12 volt solar panel.  A 12 volt
battery needs about 14.4 volts to fully charge it. So what do you do with the
extra power?  You may only be producing about 17 amps from 2 solar
panels but at 18 volts you will slow cook your expensive batteries into
oblivion in short order and that will make them totally useless.  The answer
is a charge controller which monitors the batteries and if the voltage goes
above 14.4 or 14.5 volts it disconnects the power temporarily. After a few
seconds go by it attempts to re-connect the power to the batteries and when
they go above the trip point they disconnect again. This on and off action
maintains your batteries at a full charge for later use and thus saves your
expensive batteries. So you can skimp on things but NOT on your charge
controller as it saves your batteries. And if you bought AGM batteries we
are talking about $600 worth of batteries so they are worth saving…

WARNING: Be sure your batteries and charge controller are disconnected
from your power cables while adding solar panels to the welding cables.
Failure to do so could result in damage to equipment. If you have a
circuit breaker installed pull the breaker before attempting to work on the
solar panels.

((Keep in mind you will have 250 amps (+ or -) of power from your
batteries, it may not kill you but you can make a HUGE arc and you can
weld with the resulting arc from inadvertently contacting Positive to
Negative this can do a lot of damage to skin and can potentially start a fire.))



What I did to start was to buy table lamps at yard sales or you can buy table
lamps at Walmart pretty cheap. Cut the end of the cord off and spliced on a
12 volt plug (like what plugs into your car’s cigarette lighter) From your
battery’s you can run two wires (one Negative, one Positive) to any distance
you need (within reason) and then splice on a 12 volt female cigarette plug
receptacle. You can buy these at Radio Shack or even Walmart. Most of
these plugs have a LED light to let you know the receptacle is HOT. If you
wire it backwards this little LED light will NOT light up, to fix this just
reverse your wires and the little LED light should light up.
Now with your table light with a 12 volt LED light screwed into the socket
(if it is wired backwards it simply will not light up), in this case simply
disconnect the wires to the table lamp at the plug end and reverse them to fix
this problem. It is highly recommended you include a fuse somewhere near
the battery when running wires to run lights or power accessories.



This is a 12 volt LED light bulb, like you can buy on Ebay it uses only 7
watts of power but puts out the equivalent light of a 60 watt light. With the
Edison screw in base it lets you convert table lamps to 12 volt easily BUT
DO NOT ever get confused and screw this bulb into a 110 VDC socket as it
will blow the bulb pronto and you will be out the cost of the bulb.  If the
bulb don’t say 12 volt on it, I will mark it with a felt marker (12 volt).



Some people in the business recommend you use your batteries to power an
inverter and run your 110 volt house lights and small appliances. I am not a
fan of doing this as you have energy loss from turning the 12 volt into 110
volt and 110 volt lights and appliances are notorious for NOT being very
energy efficient. I recommend you use 12 volt for all your appliances and
lights to be more efficient and you can run a LOT of stuff 12 volt. Just check
out your local truck stop or Ebay for all the 12 volt stuff they have.
I have a 12 volt coffee pot, 12 volt swamp cooler, 12 volt electric blankets,
12 volt clocks, I can even cook with 12 volt, and I have over 40 - 12 volt
lights, some are 1 watt, 2 watts, 3 watts and 6 watts, plus I run several 12
volt fans and (2) 12 volt water pumps for my Aquaponics. But not all these
lights are on full time, at any given time I am only running from 2 or 3 lights
up to 20 lights at a time, all low wattage LED lights.



With modern SMD technology a 5 watt 12 volt bulb puts out about
equivalent to a 45 watt (but the 7 watt bulb puts out  the equivalent light as a
60 watt light bulb), but IF you screw in a “Y” bulb fitting and add an extra
bulb you now have equivalent to 90 or 120 watt bulb and you are only using
10 to 14 watts of power.



Since you will only be using one or two 12 volt or two 6 volt batteries you
will not have a tangle of wires running everywhere like the photo above.

This system with 1000 amps of AGM power, powers a swamp cooler, 2
water pumps, up to 40 LED lights, 12 volt electric blankets, 12 volt coffee
pot, 12 volt clocks, several 12 volt fans and more.

The grey box on the wall to the left is a 75 amp Blocking Diode, the next
grey box to it’s right is a Breaker box to disconnect the power from the solar
panels to the charge controller (quickly), the big gray box to the right of that
is a Solid State Charge Controller and the small black box to the  far right is
a rectifier and that changes Wild AC coming off a wind turbine back to DC
current to charge the batteries.

To figure amps from watts, say you have 400 watts and you want to know
how many amps you are putting out you divide 400 by 12 volts will give
you 33.33 amps. (this is what 4 – 100 watt solar panels put out)



Or if you have a small electric motor that is rated in amps and you need to
know how many watts it takes, you go, 3 amps times 12 volts will give you
36 watts.  Keep in mind these figures are (per hour) not per day.

WARNING:  Always be sure to add a fuse to your Positive cable any time
and every time you run a pair of wires (positive and negative) off from the
batteries.  You can buy fuse holders and fuses from Radio Shack, walmart,
ebay and they are cheap. A whole lot cheaper than replacing your home.
You were warned:  IF YOU DO NOT run fuses on your power lines we will
NOT be responsible for any accidents, property loss, deaths etc.
DO NOT find yourself lying in bed at night thinking about just maybe I
should have put a fuse on wires I ran to the living room where I have my
night light?

You can start this system with just one or two solar panels and two 6 volt
AGM batteries and add to the system as you can afford it. As you add more
power and more generating capacity you can add on additional devices to
run from your 12 volt power so you do not over tax the system and do
damage. Remember what you damage is the most expensive part of the
system your batteries (as AGM batteries cost you about $300 each)!

So two solar panels used or blemished with cost you $100, $60.00 for a
charge controller and $280.00 for batteries and about $75.00 for wire and
connectors.  So for about $675 you can have a 12 volt solar system that will
never need fuel at 4 AM, or wake your neighbors with all the noise and will
give you years of trouble free service. And every time your power goes out
and your neighbors are sitting in the dark you will have lights and power for
radios, cell phones, fans, even a 12 volt electric blanket to keep you warm on
cold frigid winter nights.  And if you are just using this system as a stand-by
system you can add a couple more batteries and use more 12 volt power
devices like extra fans, lights, electric blankets etc.



I think this is a bargain and best of all you will NEVER EVER get an
Electric bill from it.

NO you will NOT be able to run your whole house 220 volt air-
conditioner on this 12 volt system, or your 220 volt whole house
heat system, or your 220 volt, 50 gallon hot water heater or
your 220 volt cook stove and oven.  SORRY but 12 volt does
have it’s limitations.  But you can find a work-around such as a
12 volt swamp cooler to help cool your home.  You could heat
your home with renewable wood after all it’s all natural.  With
a little ingenuity you can find many viable alternatives to your
220 volt lifestyle.

NOTE: I know and understand how the MPPT (Maximum Power Point
Tracking) charge controller works, and yes I do agree it is the better charge
controller over the PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) Controller.
That said: The ONLY reason I do NOT recommend the MPPT charge
controller is the cost. I have 10 – 100 watt panels that produce (theoretically
over 80 amps of power PLUS I have a wind turbine.) The MPPT controller I
would need would cost me from $700 to $1,000 and up to meet my
demands.  So I opted NOT to use (or recommend) the MPPT charge
controller. If you are NOT using an additional wind turbine and don’t mind
the extra cost by all means use the MPPT charge controller because it is a
much more efficient controller.

                                    Copyright 2016 by  T. M. Lamb

On the web at: www.iplantosurvive.info

Also:
On Kindle
See our book:
“I Plan to Survive” by T. M. Lamb over 300 pages on
Home Survival & how to be self-sufficient and be energy
Independent at home.
For Kindle/Amazon.com
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00HQYDRTE
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http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00HQYDRTE

